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(i)

Members of a group of twenty people are asked to hoose independently
and simultaneously an integer from 1 to 10. The hoi es are then tabulated
and the payos are given as follows:
• if an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ 10 was hosen stri tly more times than any
other, those who hose k re eive ¿1, and others re eive nothing,
• if no integer was hosen stri tly more often then all others, no payments are made.
(a) Des ribe this situation as a game in strategi form.
(4 marks)
(b)

(ii)

MAS348

(5 marks)

Firms 1 and 2 produ e identi al produ ts and they ontrol the produ tion
levels q1 and q2 , respe tively. For both ompanies the ost of produ ing q
units is given by q 2 . The pri es of the produ t depend on the produ tion
prole (q1 , q2 ) of both ompanies: P (q1 , q2 ) = 6000 − 2(q1 + q2 ).
(a) Find ea h ompany's produ tion whi h is the best response to the
other ompany's produ tion.
(6 marks)
(b)

(iii)

Find all pure-strategy Nash equilibria of this game.

Find the produ tion prole whi h is a Nash equilibrium.

(4 marks)

Ali e and Bob, who se retly like ea h other, are going separately on holiday
and must hoose simultaneously and independently to go to the seaside, to
a ski resort or to Disneyland. Their pleasure from the various out omes
is given in the following table where the rows orrespond to Ali e's hoi e,
the olumns orrespond to Bob's hoi e, and ea h pair of numbers is the
utility obtained by Ali e and Bob, respe tively.
seaside ski Disneyland
seaside
5,4
2,1
5,-8
ski
1,2
4,5
1,-8
Disneyland -7,4 -7,1
0,-1
Find all pure-strategy and all mixed-strategy Nash equilibria of this
game.
(6 marks)
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(i)

Consider a nite, two-player, zero-sum game G = (S, T, u).
(a) Des ribe the sets ∆R and ∆C of mixed strategies of both players.

(2 marks)

(b)

Dene the value of the game G.

(2 marks)

()

Dene what an optimal strategy of G is.

(2 marks)

(d)

Let (p∗ , q ∗ ) be a mixed-strategy prole of G for whi h u(p∗ , q ∗ ) equals
the value V of G. Show that (p∗ , q ∗ ) is a Nash equilibrium.

(5 marks)

(ii)

Consider the following zero-sum game given in tabular form
A B C
I 1 -1 2
II -2 0 1
III 0 2 -1
and let V be the value of the game.
(a) Does the game have a saddle point? Justify your answer.

(3 marks)

(b)

Consider the row-player mixed strategy



1/2
p∗ =  0  .
1/2

Find the best responses of the olumn-player to p∗ and dedu e a
ondition on V .
(4 marks)
()

Consider the olumn-player mixed strategy

3/4
q ∗ =  1/4  .
0


Find the best responses of the row-player to q ∗ and dedu e the value
of V .
(4 marks)
(d)
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Can any optimal strategy for the row-player mix strategy II with
positive probability? Justify your answer.
(3 marks)
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(i)

(ii)
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Ali e is onsidering entering a market urrently dominated by Bob. If Ali e
does not enter, she'll make no prot and Bob will earn ¿5,000,000. If
Ali e enters the market Bob an ght Ali e or a ommodate her, and Ali e
observes his de ision. If Bob ghts Ali e, Ali e an
• ght ba k, resulting in a loss of ¿2,000,000 for her and a loss of
¿1,000,000 for Bob, or
• exit the market, resulting in a loss of ¿3,000,000 for her and a prot
of ¿1,000,000 for Bob.
If Bob does not ght Ali e, Ali e an
• ompete aggressively, resulting in no prot for her and a loss of
¿3,000,000 for Bob, or
• ooperate with Bob, resulting in a prot of ¿1,000,000 for her and
¿2,000,000 for Bob.
(a) Des ribe this game using a tree, arefully labelling all its omponents.
(5 marks)
(b)

Should Ali e enter this market? Justify your answer.

(5 marks)

()

Des ribe the game in strategi form.

(5 marks)

(d)

Find all pure-strategy Nash equilibria of the game and among these
indi ate one whi h is not subgame perfe t.
(5 marks)

Consider the game noughts-and- rosses (also known as ti -ta -toe). Show
that the person who goes rst has a strategy whi h guarantees at least a
draw.
(5 marks)
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(i)

(ii)

Ali e (the row-player) and Bob (the olumn-player) play repeatedly the
game G given in tabular form as follows
A
B
I 3, 3 0, 5
II 5, 0 1, 1
After ea h repetition of the game, the game is played again with probability
p.
(a) What are the expe ted payos for both players if the strategy prole
(I, A) is played repeatedly.
(2 marks)
(b)

If Ali e always plays II, what is the largest expe ted payo that Bob
an get in this repeated game?
(2 marks)

()

Consider the strategy prole for the repeated game in whi h Ali e
always plays I and Bob always plays A. Is this a Nash equilibrium?
Justify your answer.
(2 marks)

(d)

Consider the strategy prole for the repeated game in whi h Ali e
always plays II and Bob always plays B. Is this a Nash equilibrium?
Justify your answer.
(2 marks)

(e)

Find a p0 < 1 su h that for all p0 ≤ p ≤ 1 one an nd a Nash equilibrium with expe ted payos as in (a). Des ribe this Nash equilibrium
in detail.
(6 marks)

Ali e and Bob meet at a party and a ommon friend asks them whether
they would like to go on a date. They need to reply to the question simultaneously and independently. Ali e heard a lot about Bob and knows him
well, whereas Bob is not sure whether this is the lever Ali e his friend told
him about or the dull Ali e his friend mentioned before. He estimates the
probability of this being lever Ali e at 60%.
The utilities of various responses are given as follows
Ali e is lever
Ali e is dull
A ept De line
A ept De line
A ept 10, 10
-2, 0
A ept 2, -10
-2, 0
De line 0, -2
0, 0
De line -1, 0
0, 0
(a)

If one models this as a Bayesian game, what are the sets of strategies
for both players?
(2 marks)

(b)

Find all Bayes-Nash equilibria of this game.
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(9 marks)

